July 30, 2010

GLOBE BOOT DEALER
CURRENT ADDRESS

Re: Product Advisory

Dear Globe Dealer:

This letter is to advise of an improvement that we have made to our Globe FootGear 12” Structural Boots. This change is to eliminate the three small “breather” holes located in the leather on either side of the boot, and to attach the Kevlar insert to the leather itself, rather than to the Cambrelle® lining.

This modification is the result of a potential wicking issue that could occur if the boots were subjected to certain extreme conditions, such as working in deep water (over 9”) for more than several hours. In this scenario, water could potentially enter the breather holes and over an extended period of time wick moisture up and over the very top of the inner CrossTech® fabric bootie to the Cambrelle® lining on the inside. By eliminating the holes and attaching the inner Kevlar padding to the leather rather than the Cambrelle® lining, we have eliminated this remote possibility.

If any customers should experience an indication of this wicking with 12” Structural boots manufactured between July 1, 2009 and June 30, 2010, please contact us at 1-800-232-8323 or info@globefiresuits.com for a return goods authorization number and shipping instructions. Once we receive your boots, we will evaluate them and if this condition is found to exist, we will immediately repair or replace them at no charge.

We are pleased to announce this improvement to our 12” Structural boot and would encourage you to contact us with any questions or concerns.

Sincerely,
Globe Manufacturing Company, LLC

Donald D. Welch II
President